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WE HAVE MADE IT 
TO HONG KONG! 
Thank you for all your 
support through 
prayers, encouraging 
words and actions, 
and financial support. 
We set out on our 16 
hour non-stop flight 
from the 
Dallas /Ft 
Worth airport 

with our 44 bags of belongings. We boarded and took flight. Our flight 
arrived in Hong Kong on April 29 around 6 pm in the evening. Everything 
went very smoothly. Some others who are serving in the region greeted us 
with a 43 passenger bus. The bus driver skillfully tucked away all the bags 
and transported us to our new home. We now reside on the top floor of 
regional office of The LCMS in Kowloon Tong, Hong Kong. 
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THE KOLB FAMILY 
NEWSLETTER 

Pastor Kolb~Kristie~Shelby~Mary~Micah~Daniel~Christopher~Matthew~Jesse~Katie

Kristie ready to fly          Moving the many suitcases The Hong Kong Transportation
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WHAT DO YOU EAT? 
Since moving to Hong 
Kong we have 
experienced many new 
foods. Dragon fruit, 
lychees, mini bananas 
etc. to name a few. Some 
we really enjoyed, others 
not so much. We are 
learning to cook meals 
which use ingredients easily accessible- pad thai, 
noodles, rice dishes, etc. One meal, however, has not  
changed- the Lord’s Supper.   
It is the same everywhere. Bread and 
wine, Jesus’ body and blood shed for us 
for the forgiveness our of sins  and the     
strengthening of our faith. This is a 
precious gift God gives to all His saints 
no matter where they live. We thank the 
Lord for all the food He provides for 
our physical and spiritually 
health.  

       
Please join us on Facebook 
- Kolb Family Heading to Asia 

PRAYER REQUESTS 
  
 - Good Health 

 - those serving in Asia 

 - smooth adjustments to life in Hong Kong 

  - Thanksgiving for a safe arrival  
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(Please note the new P.O. Number) 

To support the LCMS through the  
work of the Kolbs, you may send a 
tax-deductible gift to:  
The Lutheran Church—Missouri 
Synod  
P.O. Box 66861  
St. Louis, MO 63166-6861 
Make checks payable to The 
Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod 
or LCMS. Include Kolb-Asia in the 
memo line.” Gifts can also be given 
securely online through the LCMS 
website, at www.lcms.org/kolb . 

To be added or removed from this 
mailing list, send a message to 
Peter.Kolb@lcmsintl.org   with the 
word ADD or REMOVE in the 
subject line, or  by mail: C L Way 
PO Box 793 Ankeny, IA 50021 

Katie and lychees               In the Sushi section

  Pastor Haugen (Macau) and Pastor Kolb serve on Pentecost
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OUR FIRST MONTH IN HONG KONG 

Time has passed quickly. Learning a new culture, setting up a home, and recovering from jet lag have all been 
apart of adjusting to our life in Hong Kong. Everything is new to us. Some differences we were expecting and 
others we were not. Some little adjustments include turning the light switch down to turn it off, no outlets in the 
bathroom, and remembering to always carry an umbrella when going out doors. Transportation has been a big 
change. Almost daily trips by foot to the market for food. To attend church we have employed a  combination 
of activities- walking (sometimes 15 minutes or longer), taxi, subway, and/or bus.   

During our first month in Hong Kong we have been very blessed by other LC-MS servants nearby to help us 
acclimate to life here. Patiently they have shown us how the MTR (subway) system works, how to say thank 
you in Cantonese, answer our multitude of questions, and simply being a friend. 

The children are doing great. They have made friends with the other children in the building in which we live 
and in the market with the workers at their favorite booths. The children are still adjusting to people wanting to 
take their picture (this happens often) and touching their hair. 

PRAYER REQUESTS FOR KRISTIE AND KATIE

Kristie was the first to visit the emergency room. After an enjoyable 
day out as a family celebrating her birthday, she developed immense 
lower back pain. Of course it was very late during the night before 
she would consent to going to the hospital. We tried calling a taxi 
but the dispatcher said there were none nearby, so a Go-Go Van 
(moving van) was called. The Go-Go Van arrived shortly and 
transported her to the hospital. After visiting with the doctor and 
having a CT scan it was determine she had an impacted kidney 
stone along with several other stones in both kidneys. In Hong 
Kong he doctors all take the exams in English so communication 
with the doctor was not a issue. Eventually Kristie was settled in a 
room and scheduled for surgery two days later (Monday). To perform a 
surgery on a Sunday the hospital charges double. The surgery went 
smoothly and Kristie feels much better. Please pray for Kristie and the 
remaining stones. 

The healthcare system is very different than what we are use to. The hospital has three types of rooms- standard 
(with 5 people), semi-private (with 2 people), and private (just one). The rate you are charged for medicine, 
hospital fees, surgery, and doctor fees all depends on which room you occupy. Also you have to pay the entire 
bill before you may leave the hospital. Even though the hospital practices were DIFFERENT, the care Kristie 
received was excellent. 

Today (June 9) Katie is currently being admitted to the same hospital for acute bronchiolitis caused by the RSV 
virus. The doctors warned us that since we are new to Hong Kong we should expect to catch different 
sicknesses for a while.  

THANK YOU! Again we want to express our sincere appreciation for all the prayers and support you have 
bestowed upon us. Working together you have enable us to finally reach Hong Kong and begin serving the 
Lord here. 

In Christ, 
Pastor Kolb, Kristie, Shelby, Mary, Micah, Daniel, Christopher, Matthew, Jesse, Katie
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Krisite’s Birthday Dinner
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Micah by the giant floating granite ball,           
Red Bean flavored ice cream bar, Jesse talking to 
a walking fish, Katie and Shelby playing,    
Divine Service  at Concordia Lutheran Church, 
Macau, Grocery shopping - Micah, Mrs. Gail 
Grieser (Macau) Pastor Kolb
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